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Abstract: Nationally, the incidence of traumatic brain injury (TBI) exceeds that of all other
health diseases with an annual incidence of 1.7 million new cases [Maroon, et al., 2017].
Repeated concussive head trauma has led to behavioral abnormalities such as aggressive
or violent behavior, memory loss, and cognitive impairment [Omalu, et al., 2006]. Various
forms of dietary therapy, including the ketogenic diet, have been recently studied for a
variety of neuropathies. We hypothesized that potentially-neuroprotective dietary
interventions might be able to suppress aggression as well as improve cognitive
impairment in animals subjected to traumatic brain injury. In this study we supplemented
a normal Drosophila diet with the ketogenic metabolite beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB). Flies
were raised on either their normal (control) diet or the BHB-supplemented diet for their
entire lives. On day five post-eclosion, flies were concussed to induce TBI and then, three
days after concussion protocol (“banging”), were subjected to either an aggression or
learning assay. We found a large increase in aggressive events between banged males on
the control diet, however, we observed a reduction in aggression in flies raised on the BHBsupplemented diet. We also found a large learning deficit in banged flies on the control diet,
but a reduction of the learning deficit in banged flies on the BHB-supplemented diet. We
conclude that dietary interventions may be a possible preventative for clinical behavioral
presentations associated with CTE-inducing head trauma in human populations.

Introduction:
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE):
Chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) is a progressive neurodegeneration caused
by repetitive traumatic brain injury (TBI) [Maroon, et al., 2017]. In a sample of 202
deceased players of American football, CTE was pathologically diagnosed in 87% percent of
players, including 110 of 111 or 99% of former NFL players [Mez, et al., 2017]. Two clinical
presentations of CTE are described; in one, initial features involved behavioral disturbance
including memory loss, outburst of aggressive or violent behavior, and depression; in the
other, cognitive impairment [McKee, et al., 2009; Omalu, et al., 2005, 2006; Maroon, et al.,
2017]. The cause of which is often overlooked perhaps due to the prolonged latency period.
Many of the symptoms of CTE can appear decades after brain injury occurred and can only
be diagnosable after death by observing increased levels of the protein tau in the brains of
those that died [Omalu, et al., 2005]. The main factors causing neurodegeneration in CTE
are an increased amount of amyloid plaques, tau-positive neuritic threads, and
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) [McKee, et al., 2009; Omalu, et al., 2006; Maroon, et al.,
2013]. Although part of the underlying cause of cell death may be due to glutamate
excitotoxicity. Many of the pathological events seen with TBIs such as increased amyloid
processing, tau phosphorylation, and apoptotic cell death, can also be seen with
excitotoxicity, or exposure of neurons to excess glutamate [Blaylock & Maroon, 2011].
There is growing evidence suggesting a synergistic interaction between glutamate
receptors that can increase neuronal injury and quicker chronic neurodegeneration,
therefore we hypothesize that treatments known to reduce neuronal excitability may be

able to ameliorate CTE and its consequent symptoms [Wilder, 1921; Blaylock and Maroon,
2011].
Ketogenic Diet:
The ketogenic diet (KD) is a high-fat, low-carbohydrate diet that mimics the
physiological effects as starvation [Appleton and DeVivo, 1974]. Animals fed a KD exhibit
elevated levels of circulating ketone bodies (KBs) such as acetoacetate, and betahydroxybutyrate (BHB) [DeVivo et al., 1978; Jarrett et al., 2008]. There is growing evidence
that ketone bodies, derived from fatty acid oxidation, and produced during fasting, can
exert neuroprotective effects [Wilder, 1921; Thiele, et al., 2005; Simeone & Rho, 2017]. The
ketogenic diet has been used by modern physicians since the 1920s to treat nondrug
controlled epilepsy in children [Thiele, 2013]. Furthermore, the diet has also shown
promise as a treatment for other neurological diseases, including: Alzheimer’s,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and Parkinson’s disease [Kashiwaya et al., 2000, 2013;
Vanitaille et al., 2005; Ruskin et al., 2013].

Figure 1. Production of ketone body BHB from ketosis [Paoli A, et al., 2013]
Despite its clear efficacy in treating epilepsy, and recent progress treating various
other neurological diseases, the detailed biochemical and molecular mechanisms
underlying the presumed neuroprotective effects of the KD have not been fully elucidated.
Recent studies suggest that there are ketone-mediated effects on ATP-sensitive potassium
channels [Masino and Rho, 2012; Lutas and Yellen, 2013; Jinglu, et al., 2017]. When glucose
levels are low, ketone bodies are converted to acetyl-CoA for preferential use in the
mitochondria [Tanner, 2011]. Consequently, membrane-localized glycolysis decreases and
membrane ATP levels drop [Tanner, 2011]. This results in the opening of ATP-sensitive

potassium channels, which open when the concentration of ATP near the membrane is low
[Jinglu, et al., 2017; Tanner, 2011]. Due to the opening of the channels, potassium will flow
out of the neurons, resulting in the membrane of the neuron hyperpolarizing, reducing
action potential firing. Hyperpolarization of the membrane could be therapeutic for
disorders such as CTE that involve abnormal neuronal firing, which can lead to glutamatemediated exocitoxicity [Wilder, 1921; Ma, Berg, and Yellen, 2007; Tanner et al., 2011;
Gimenez-Cassina et al, 2012; Lutas and Yellen, 2013]. There is evidence that part of the
pathology of CTE involves exocitoxicity through over-activation of the N-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA) receptor by glutamate, therefore, hyperpolarization by the KD could be
used as a treatment [Yellen 2008; Lutas and Yellen, 2013].

Figure 2. Preferential use of ketone bodies in opening of KATP channels through reduction
of glycolytic ATP and reduction of neuronal electrical activity [Ma, W., J. Berg, and G. Yellen.
2007]

Modeling CTE in Drosophila:
Drosophila melanogaster, or the fruit fly, is an ideal organism to study
neurodegenerative diseases due to their short generation time, low maintenance cost, and
availability of mutants and transgenic lines [Kazenberger, et al., 2015]. Using an existing
model of closed-head trauma in Drosophila, traumatic brain injury (TBI) is inflicted using a
“high-impact trauma” (HIT) device to “bang” flies with high force [Katzenberger et al.,
2013, 2015]. Flies exhibit similar symptoms to humans with TBI which include: temporary
incapacitation, ataxia, apparent disorientation, activation of innate immune response,
neurodegeneration, and death [Katzenberger et al., 2013]. Using Canton-S strain of flies we
set out to test whether a ketogenic-like dietary treatment could treat behaviors associated
with TBI and the development of CTE.
In our study, direct administration of KBs was used as a replacement for a genuine
ketogenic diet. Based on recently-published studies, direct administration of ketone bodies
resulted in improvement of neurological symptoms in AD and epilepsy models [Newport,
2015; Li et al., 2017]. We hypothesized that Canton-S flies treated with a KB-supplemented
diet would present with reduced post-TBI aggressive behavior and reduced post-TBI
learning deficits. Furthermore, we hypothesized that KB effects on ameliorating behavioral
changes may be due to KATP channels, as these channels play a role in other disease models
where a reduction in neuronal excitability could be linked to treating neuropathological
effects [Giménez-Cassina et al., 2012; Li et al, 2017].

Methods:
Fly strains and husbandry: All flies used for these experiments were Canton-S wild-type
strain. Flies were group-housed in standard 8.5-cm-long, 2.5-cm-diameter polystyrene vials

in an incubator set at 25 oC, and on a 12-hour light/dark cycle. Following eclosion as adults,
flies dedicated toward aggression assays were separated by sex. Both male and female flies
were used for learning assays.
Fly diets and pharmacology:
All fly diets were based on a standard Bloomington Formulation diet (referred to as the
control diet) with 4.9 mL propionic acid added per of liter of food, as an antifungal agent.
Control diet nutrient ratios were approximately 48g carbohydrates:7.5g protein:1g fat. KBsupplemented diets contained 2 mM sodium R-,S-beta-hydroxybutyrate (βHB) added to the
control diet. This concentration is consistent with concentrations used in previous in vitro
and in vivo studies, as well as with those measured in rats on a KD [Ma et al., 2007; Tanner
et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017; Jarrett et al., 2008]. Drug treatments included either the KATP
channel blocker tolbutamide (added directly to the CD food, or in addition to BHB, at a
concentration of 200 uM) or the KATP channel opener diazoxide (at a concentration of 600
uM).
For all dietary conditions (excluding the dietary swap condition) and for all drug
conditions, flies were raised on their given diet from eclosion till day five post eclosion. On
day five post eclosion flies were subject to concussive trauma (“banging”) and then
returned to their given diet. For the dietary swap condition, flies were raised on their given
diet till day five post eclosion till banging occurred. Some cohorts of flies had their diet
switched from KB-supplemented to control diet (KB/CD switch), or vice versa (CD/KB
switch). After banging on day five, flies remained on their given diet for three days until
either aggression testing or learning testing. We found that Canton-S flies’ pre-eclosion

development took roughly 10 days on average, resulting in a total of 15 days on each diet
before TBI induction and 18 days before aggression and learning testing
Induction of TBI/CTE:
We used a variation of the “high-impact trauma” (“HIT”) device described in Katzenberger
et al. [2013] to induce head trauma in flies (as a model for TBI in humans). Our HIT device
consists of a wooden board, spring latch, spring, vial plug, plunger, fly chamber and TBI
pad, with a protractor to measure the angle at which the spring is released. On day five post
eclosion about 20 adult flies were placed (without CO2) in an empty cylindrical (2.5cm x
8.5cm) polystyrene fly-vial and attached to the HIT device. A single concussive event on the
HIT device is referred to as a “bang”. Previous experiments demonstrated increased
aggression as flies were banged at 4 conditions: 4 bangs at 40 degrees, 4 bangs at 90
degrees, 4 bangs at 120 degrees, and 7 bangs at 120 degrees with 7 bangs at 120 degrees
leading to the highest aggressive behavior. For the experiments performed in this study,
the highest aggression inducing trauma was used (7 bangs at 120 degrees) unless
otherwise noted. Each bang was performed within 1-2 seconds of each other. Control flies
(“unbanged”) were exposed to the polystyrene fly-vial attached to the HIT device, and then
removed with no banging occurring (fictive banging).

Figure 3. HIT device used to induce CTE in Drosophila pictured with a wooden board,
spring latch, spring, vial plug, plunger, fly chamber, TBI pad (missing protractor to measure
the angle at which the spring is released). [Katzenberger, et al. 2013]
Wing-damage assay: Group-housed males fed a control diet were either banged on day 5
post eclosion or subjected to fictive banging. On day 8 (3 days after TBI or fictive TBI),
animals were anaesthetized with CO2 and had their wings clipped off with iridectomy
scissors. The wings were mounted on glass coverslips and imaged using light microscopy.
Wings damaged by the wing-harvesting process were discarded. Scorers blind to treatment
condition rated the wings on a 1-8 damage scale following an established rating system
(Davis et al., 2018).
Electric shock trauma, cold exposure trauma and negative geotaxis assays:
For electric shock, 30-35 flies were placed in a custom-built shock tube controlled by an
Arduino processor linked to a desktop computer. Flies were shocked at 120 V, with a shock
duration of one second, every 5 seconds, over the course of one minute, for a total of 12
shock pulses. Flies subjected to cold exposure and electric shock on day 5 post-eclosion
were returned to their 25 oC incubator on a standard diet and subsequently tested on day 8
in the aggression assay (see below). Flies were only ever subjected to one type of trauma.

For cold exposure trauma, 25-30 flies (in empty fly husbandry vials) were placed,
horizontally, into a plastic bucket containing dry ice for 10 seconds, then removed onto the
room-temperature benchtop for 10 seconds, and this cold-warm cycle was repeated 7
times.
For negative geotaxis assays, 10 flies were placed in a closed cylindrical chamber made of
two empty husbandry vials taped together and inscribed with height markings (in units of
1-centimeter increments). Flies were gently tapped to the bottom of the upright chamber,
at which point their progress in climbing upwards against gravity (negative geotaxis) was
recorded under dim red light to avoid the confound of positive phototaxis. Two parameters
were recorded from the moment of down-tapping (denoted time zero): average percentage
of flies to reach 6 cm height climbed after 10 seconds, and the average height climbed after
30 seconds.
Behavioral aggression measurements: Following recovery after induction of concussive
trauma in the HIT device, flies were returned to an empty food vial in their incubator until
day 8 post eclosion (day 3 post-banging), when they were subjected to an aggression assay.
All flies were returned to the same diets on which they had previously been reared, except
the flies subjected to a dietary switch (see above). For each aggression assay, two male flies
were placed in a 1.5 cm square behavioral arena with a decapitated female. Activity was
measured for 180 seconds from placement of the female into the chamber. Aggressive
behaviors were scored on two different dimensions: frequency of aggressive events, which
included the recording of four aggressive behaviors: boxing, rearing, charging, and wing
flaring; and latency to the first recorded aggressive event of any of the four types. Latency
was measured as the time between placement of the female in the chamber and the first

identified aggressive event. Scorers were blind to the prior treatment condition of the flies
being tested, recorded, and scored.
Aversive Olfactory Learning Assay: Following recovery after induction of concussive
trauma in the HIT device, flies were returned to an empty food vial in their incubator until
day 8 post eclosion (day 3 post-banging), when they were subjected to an aversive
olfactory learning assay. All flies were returned to the same diets on which they had
previously been reared, except the flies subjected to a dietary switch (see above). For each
learning assay about 20-40 male and female flies were loaded via aspirator into a training
chamber comprised of an electric shock system and an odor delivery system. The odors
used were 25uL of 3-octanol and 100uL of 4-methylcyclohexanol dissolved in 10mL of
mineral oil. Flies were allowed to acclimate for about a minute, and then training began. An
odor A was presented in 12 four-second pulses, with each pulse followed by an electric
shock of 120 volts for a total training time of 60 seconds. After 30 seconds of exposure to
air, in order to flush out the previous odor, flies were then presented with odor B without
any electric shock in 12 four-second pulses for a total time of 60 seconds. Within a minute
after training flies were aspirated into the testing arena and allowed to walk around in the
arena. The arena was separated into four quadrants with the same odor flowing in opposite
quadrants in order for the flies to make an odor preference choice. The movement of the
flies and therefore the odor preference demonstrated was recorded for a period of 180
seconds and a picture of the arena was taken at 150 seconds. A preference index (PI) for
one odorant over the other was calculated at 150 seconds as a measure of learning and is
described as (the number of flies that preferred A-the number of flies that preferred B)/
(total number of flies). The number of flies in each quadrant was manually counted and

scored. The odor presentation and shock were performed using a circuit and code in
Arduino to switch the order of the presented odors in order to ensure validity as well as
coordinate odor/shock presentation.
A.

B.

Figure 4. (A) Demonstration of shock induction through use of shock tube as well as visual
representation of classical conditioning paradigm. (B) Odor preference choice shown by
the number of flies that prefer the green number quadrant-the number of flies that prefer
the purple colored quadrant, divided by the total number of flies
Statistics: Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft; Redmond,
WA) and Prism (GraphPad; La Jolla, CA) software. Univariate (one-way) analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s range test were used to compare distributions of counts

(frequency) of aggressive events between different dietary and drug treatments as well as
preference index in learning assay between different dietary and drug treatments. The
Kruskal-Wallis and Conover-Iman tests were used to compare distributions of timings
(latency) or durations of aggressive events between different dietary and drug treatments.
Mann-Whitney U tests and the Student t-test were used to compare distributions in the
non-normally and normally distributed cases, respectively.

Results:
Flies with TBI demonstrate increased aggression on control diet, compared to flies
fed a KB-supplemented diet
A symptom of multiple traumatic brain injuries resulting in CTE is personality
change. In humans, this can manifest as impulsivity and increased aggressive behavior
(McKee, et al., 2013). We reasoned that male Canton-S flies, which are known to exhibit
aggressive behavior innately, would present elevated aggressive behavior post induction of
CTE. We separated males from females following fictive banging and actual TBI induction
on day 5 post eclosion, and examined wings for damage three days after banging, on day 8
post eclosion. The wing damage assay would suggest no significant damage in the wings of
the banged flies as compared with those that were not banged (see Figure 5). Therefore, we
were unable to use this as a reliable measure of aggression. While the wing damage assay
proved inconclusive in detecting elevated aggression, we reasoned that if TBI does elevate
aggressive behavior, it could be detected through analysis of active aggressive behavior in
live pairs of male flies. This would be done through an aggression assay (see methods) on
day 8 post eclosion.

We hypothesized that supplementation of the control diet with tentativelyneuroprotective KBs would reduce any observed elevation of aggressive behavior in
banged flies. This was done through use of four dietary regimens: a standard control diet
(CD), a KB-supplemented diet (KB), a KB diet from birth to day of banging, followed by a
switch to CD for three days until aggression testing (KB/CD switch) and a control diet
through the day of concussion, followed by a switch to KB-supplemented food for three
days until aggression testing (CD/KB switch). The standard CD and KB-supplemented diet
were given to the flies from birth to aggression testing. In order to view presumed
aggressive behavior, we videographically recorded male-male aggression in a closed
square arena with a decapitated female present in the arena in order to encourage
aggression. The videos were later analyzed for scoring of aggressive events.
First, we needed to establish what a basal level of aggression was for male flies. We
did this by comparing aggression in banged and unbanged flies on a CD. We found that
banged flies fed a CD since eclosion exhibited a markedly higher level of aggression. This is
indicated by a shorter latency to first aggressive event as well as a higher number of
aggressive events. However, unbanged flies on the CD compared to the KB-supplemented
diet had no significant differences in aggressive behavior (see Figure 5B). Unbanged flies
on the control diet exhibited a median number of aggressive events and latency to first
aggressive event comparable to that of flies on the KB-supplemented diet.
A significant difference in levels of aggression was noted in the banged cohorts of
flies fed the KB-supplemented food their entire lives when compared to the banged cohorts
of flies fed the CD. The flies given the KB-supplemented food presented a pronounced,
statistically significant, reduction in aggressive behaviors (see Figure 5B). This reduction in

aggressive behavior in banged flies raised on the KB dietary treatment was apparent both
in number of aggressive events and latency to first aggressive event
In order to explore if flies had to be on the KB-supplemented diet their entire lives
in order to receive the presumed neuroprotective effects we were seeing, we explored
timing and regimen of previous exposure to the KB-supplemented diet. We assayed
aggression in banged flies fed both a control-to-KB switch and a KB-to-control switch.
Banged flies on the control-to-KB switch displayed a statistically significant reduction in
aggressive behavior compared to the banged CD-fed cohorts, even when the KB-diet was
for only three days between banging and testing (see Figure 5C). The flies had an increased
latency to first aggressive event and even a reduction in number of aggressive events
comparable to flies fed a KB diet their whole lives. Furthermore, flies that were raised on a
KB diet and switched to the control diet after banging (KB/CD) exhibited a reduction in the
number of aggressive events compared to the flies banged on the control-diet their entire
lives. The KB/CD flies also exhibited a slightly greater latency to the first aggressive event
as seen with administration of ketone bodies. However, this increase in latency was not
significantly different when compared to the latency measured in flies fed the control diet.
This would suggest that administration of ketone bodies after induction of TBI may be
more effective than pre-treatment
Interestingly, there was no significant differences in aggressive behavior in cohorts
of nonbanged flies that were fed a control diet and KB-supplemented diet since birth. This
suggests that the KB supplementation could treat a clinical symptom of CTE without
impacting basal behavior in non-concussed animals.

Changes in aggressive behavior are specific to concussive head trauma and are not
the result of motility deficits
Due to the nature of the HIT device, it was important to ensure that the levels of
aggression measured were due to behavioral changes and not the result of motility deficits
after banging. We also reasoned that it was important to ensure that the levels of
aggression measured were a result of the head trauma induced and not generalized
behavioral changes that might be a result of any trauma, not necessarily head trauma.
An innate fly behavior is to climb up the walls of their vials in the opposite direction
of gravity. This is called negative geotaxis and their ability to do so was tested through a
negative-geotaxis assay of climbing ability (see Methods) to determine if basal motility is
affected by head trauma, diet, or both. Cohorts of flies were fed two diets: a control diet
(CD) or a KB-supplemented diet, for their whole lives. Flies were then banged or fictively
banged on day 5 post eclosion and climbing ability was tested on day 8. We measured both
the average height climbed after 30 seconds and average percentage of flies to reach 6 cm
height climbed after 10 seconds. Neither diet nor concussive trauma induced any
significant difference in motility as shown from the two constituents of the negativegeotaxis assay (see Figure 6A). We concluded that changes in behavior observed during the
aggression assay were not due to motility deficits.
We also explored if other trauma besides head trauma would result in changes in
aggressive behavior. This was important in order to confirm that head trauma was present
and the development of CTE was responsible for the aggressive behavior. Flies were fed a
control diet for their whole lives and were subjected to cold-exposure trauma or to electricshock trauma on day 5 post-eclosion and were tested in an aggression assay on day 8. In

this regard, the electric-shock trauma and cold-exposure trauma acted experimentally as a
“bang”. We found that the latency to the first aggressive event for flies exposed to cold
trauma did not change significantly from unbanged control-dieted males and a similar
result was echoed in the number of aggressive events when compared to unbanged
control-dieted males. We also found that the number of aggressive events of flies exposed
to electric shock did not differ significantly from the number of aggressive events recorded
for unbanged control-dieted males (see Figure 6B). The latency to the first aggressive event
was significantly longer in flies subject to electric shock trauma, however that confirms that
electric shock trauma does not induce increased aggression unlike head trauma. These
results suggest that the increase in aggression seen in banged control-dieted flies was due
to head trauma induced by the HIT device.
The effects of BHB supplementation on aggressive behavior appear to be partially
mediated by KATP channels
There is an established basis for KATP channels ameliorating seizure-like activity in
mouse and fly models as well as a link between KATP channel activity and KB effects in brain
slice models [Ma et al., 2007; Tanner et al., 2011]. We used the KATP opener diazoxide and
the KATP blocking drug tolbutamide in order to test for similar effects in our Drosophila
concussion model. The application of diazoxide to the control diet resulted in post-TBI
induced aggression that was not significantly different from that of flies fed the KBsupplemented diet (see Figure 7B). Furthermore, the addition of diazoxide to KBsupplemented diets resulted in no further reduction in aggressive behaviors. The
application of tolbutamide to the control diet had a small, but significant increase in latency
to the first aggressive event in banged flies, but it had no significant effect on the number of

aggressive events in banged flies. However, the latency to the first aggressive event is
shorter and the number of aggressive events higher than unbanged flies on the control diet
(see Figure 7A). When tolbutamide was added to KB-supplemented diet it appeared to
nullify the KB effects on post-TBI aggression. This resulted in a greater number of
aggressive events and a significantly shorter latency to the first aggressive event compared
to banged flies on the KB-supplemented diet.
These results indicate that opening KATP channels with diazoxide mimics the KB
effect on reducing aggression. They also suggest that blocking KATP channels with
tolbutamide reversed the KB effect on reducing aggression. Both of these results show that
the KB effects on aggression are partially due to KATP channels.
Concussed flies fed a KB-supplemented diet exhibit reduced learning deficit
compared to control-dieted counterparts.
Two clinical presentations of CTE are described; in one, initial features involved
behavioral disturbance including outburst of aggressive or violent behavior; in the other,
memory loss and cognitive impairment. Our previous research concluded that the first
presentation of CTE can be modeled in Drosophila and by analogy we reasoned that head
trauma would produce memory loss and cognitive impairment. Both male and female flies
were subjected to fictive banging or actual TBI induction on day 5 post eclosion and a
learning assay was run on different cohorts on day 8. We hypothesized that, like with
aggression, supplementation of a normal diet with KBs would reduce any learning deficit in
banged flies. We therefore treated different cohorts with four dietary regimens: a standard
control diet (CD), a KB-supplemented diet (KB), a KB diet from birth to day of banging,
followed by a switch to CD for three days until aggression testing (KB/CD switch) and a

control diet through the day of concussion, followed by a switch to KB-supplemented food
for three days until aggression testing (CD/KB switch). The standard CD and KBsupplemented diet were given to the flies from birth to aggression testing. The learning
assay was videographically recorded to discern odor learning preference and later
analyzed.
We first compared learning in unbanged and banged flies. Using unbanged flies we
wanted to establish what a basal level of learning and preference index was for our
learning assay. We found that banged flies fed a CD for their whole lives had a significant
learning deficit as measured by the preference index (see Methods) when compared to
unbanged flies on the CD. Unbanged flies on the CD and unbanged flies on the KBsupplemented diet had no significant differences in learning. In concussed flies on the KBsupplemented diet there was no significant difference in PI compared to the unbanged flies
on the control diet. The cohorts of flies fed a KB-supplemented diet post induction of TBI,
exhibited a statistically significant increase in PI when compared to the concussed CD-fed
cohort (see Figure 8A). This would indicate a marked reduction of the learning deficit seen
with concussed flies.
We then tested if flies had to be on the KB-supplemented diet their entire lives in
order to receive the presumed neuroprotective effects we saw with aggression. We
explored timing and regimen of previous exposure to the KB-supplemented diet by
assaying learning in banged flies fed a control-to-KB (CD/KB) dietary switch and a KB-tocontrol (KB/CD) dietary switch. The flies fed CD/KB switch were only KB-dieted for three
days between banging and testing. However, the flies had a significant reduction in learning
deficits compared to CD-fed banged counterparts; the preference index was close to levels

seen with a KB diet delivered since birth (see Figure 8B). The flies fed KB/CD switch
exhibited a significantly improved preference index comparatively with banged cohorts fed
the control-diet only. While the effect was slightly significant compared to the banged KB
dieted flies, it suggests that early application of KBs pre-traumatic brain injury could exert
some neuroprotective effects. These results would also suggest that post-concussive
treatment with ketone bodies is more effective than pre-treatment.
Interestingly, there was no significant differences in learning between unbanged CD
flies and unbanged KB flies. This suggests that dietary intervention using the KB can
positively influence clinical presentations of CTE, but would not influence normative
behavior in animals that have not been concussed.
Confirmation of learning impairment using knockout flies
The dunce gene is one of the several genes critical for normal learning and memory
in Drosophila [Ronald L. Davis & Brigitte Dauwalder, 1991]. We hypothesized that in order
to determine if learning was truly impaired after induction of TBI and therefore the
preference index seen was not due to motility deficits it was necessary to use learning
impaired mutants to confirm this result. After normal classical conditioning procedure (see
Methods: Aversive olfactory assay) dunce flies forget more rapidly than other mutants
[Ronald L. Davis & Brigitte Dauwalder, 1991]. We fed flies a control diet for their whole
lives and fictive banging on day 5 post-eclosion. The dunce (dnc) flies behavior was tested
in the aversive olfactory learning assay three days later, on day 8 post eclosion. We found
that the preference index did not differ significantly from control-dieted flies subjected to
head trauma. These results led us to conclude that the learning deficits observed in banged
control-dieted flies was specific to head trauma induced by the HIIT device (see Figure 9).

The effects of BHB supplementation on learning appear to be partially mediated by
KATP channels
Our aggression results and previous literature in the efficacy of KATP channels in
treating neurological disease suggest that KATP channel activity could be tested for similar
such effects in our learning model of traumatic brain injury. Using the KATP blocking drug
tolbutamide and the KATP opener diazoxide we explored the involvement of KATP channels
in the KB-supplemented diet and in learning. Tolbutamide added to the control diet had no
significant effect on the preference index of banged flies when compared to banged flies on
the control diet. However, once tolbutamide was added to the KB-supplemented diet there
was significant changes in the KB effects. The addition of tolbutamide with the ketone body
appeared to abolish the positive effects seen with KB supplementation (see Figure 10A). In
banged flies fed tolbutamide added to the KB-supplemented diet, the preference index is
significant compared to the KB diet.
Diazoxide added to the control diet resulted in a preference index for banged flies
that was not significantly different from that recorded from banged flies fed the KBsupplemented diet. The addition of diazoxide to the KB-supplemented diet fed to
concussed flies resulted in a preference index not significant compared to concussed flies
fed a pure KB-supplemented diet (see Figure 10A). This would suggest that the addition of
diazoxide to the KB-supplemented resulted in no further reduction in learning deficits.
Tolbutamide and diazoxide added to the control diet of unbanged flies had so
significant change in the preference index. This suggests that opening and closing of KATP
channels can clearly improve symptomatic behavior, but does not impact basal behavior in

animals that have not been concussed (see Figure 10B). The results of these experiments
show that blocking KATP channels with tolbutamide reversed the KB effect of reducing
learning deficits and that opening KATP channels with diazoxide mimicked the effect of the
KBs. This would suggest that the KB effects on learning are at least partially mediated by
KATP channels.

Discussion:
Our results have shown the efficacy of dietary intervention to ameliorate post-TBI
symptomatic behavior in a Drosophila model of concussive head trauma. Both elevated
aggression and deficits in learning were demonstrated in our model of tauopathy and are
associated with the pathology of CTE seen in humans. Our dietary treatment proved
successful either prior to TBI induction or for only the three days after head trauma despite
only being a ketone body (KB) metabolite, beta-hydroxybutyrate, and applied to normal fly
food. Concussed flies on this dietary treatment either for their whole lives or for only three
days post-TBI had a significant reduction in the frequency of aggressive events, a longer
latency to the first aggressive event, as well as a decreased learning deficit.
This ketone-body effect on aggressive and learning behavior is unlikely to be the
result of a reduction in motor-specific activity nor the result of a reduction in general
neural activity. First, in both learning and aggression assays, KB-supplemented diet flies
behaved similarly as flies on a control diet with regards to learning and aggressive
behavior. There was no statistically significant difference between preference index,
latency to, or frequency of, aggression in KB dieted cohorts compared to CD dieted cohorts
when flies were unbanged. This result suggests that KB treatment has no effect on basal
activity when animals are not subjected to traumatic brain injury. Second, negative-

geotaxis tests for motility performed three days after induction of TBI were comparable
across all treatments of flies. KB dieted and control dieted, banged and unbanged flies had
similar levels of geotaxis. This would suggest the animals had no evidence of any
immediate or long-term motor deficit in KB-treated flies. Both of these results strongly
support the idea that the KB treatment or TBI induction or both do not produce changes in
motor activity or generalized neuronal depression. This effect is notable as it does not
change animal’s normative behavior. This would suggest that KB usage could be used as a
therapeutic treatment for TBI without injurious effects on some aspects of normal behavior
and everyday activity.
The observed effects on aggressive behaviors appear to be specific to head trauma.
When subjecting the flies to electric shock trauma and extreme cold trauma the results
indicated that there was no significant change in aggression when compared to controls
not subjected to trauma. This was clearly shown by no change in frequency of aggressive
events and latency to the first aggressive event, except in electrically shocked flies. These
results indicate that the observed levels of aggression post induction of CTE are due to
changes in aggression-related neural circuitry as a direct and explicit consequence of
traumatic brain injury.
Our results using drugs targeting the ATP-sensitive potassium channel (KATP)
suggest that both the KB BHB effects on post-TBI aggression and post-TBI learning may be
mediated by KATP channel activity. We found that application of diazoxide (KATP channel
opener) with control food mimicked the KB-supplemented diet effects in both aggression
and learning with banged flies. While diazoxide added with KB-supplemented food offered
no additional effect on learning or aggression with both behaviors not significant with

banged flies on the KB-supplemented diet. This result suggests that KBs and diazoxide
work to reduce aggression and ameliorate learning deficits through the same mechanism.
This idea is supported as pure addition of diazoxide results in a KB effect and addition of
both results in experimental occlusion. Both their mechanism is highly likely to be KATP
channel activation. Additionally, we found that application of tolbutamide to the control
diet of banged flies resulted in aggressive and learning behavior similar to those seen on
the control diet. Interestingly, we found that application of the KATP channel blocker
tolbutamide with KB resulting in a decrease of the effectiveness of the dietary intervention.
This was seen through a shorter latency to the first aggressive event, a higher frequency of
aggressive events, as well as a lower preference index. These results confirm the idea that
neural KATP channels remain closed under normal conditions and therefore tolbutamide by
itself would have no effects on neutrally mediated behavior. However, the abrogation seen
with both application of tolbutamide and KB confirms that the neuroprotective effects seen
with the application of KB in regards to aggression and learning behaviors are due to KATP
channels.
KATP channels are known to have a higher chance of opening when ketone bodies are
present [Gimenez-Cassina et al., 2012; Li, O’Leary, and Tanner, 2017]. They are also known
to reduce seizure activity in whole-animal models as well as neuronal firing rate in brainslice models [Ma, Berg, and Yellen , 2007]. Our work adds to the idea that the KATP channel
is partially responsible for ketone body effects in a unique disease model. If it is true that
glutamate excitotoxicity is responsible for neurodegeneration and therefore behavioral
symptoms, opening of KATP channels would initiate membrane hyperpolarization and
prevent excitotoxicity. This would be done through opening of the KATP channels by ketone

bodies and therefore treating the behavioral symptoms of CTE and the over-excitation of
neural circuits.
The efficacy of supplementation using KB on reducing post-concussive aggression
and learning deficits is remarkable given the administration of a KB alone, rather than a
standard ketogenic diet. The KB effects on aggression and learning were even seen after
just three days of placement on the KB-supplemented diet post traumatic brain injury. This
makes our model unique in that it is, to our knowledge, the first animal model that used
direct application of KBs rather than a full ketogenic diet in order to treat the behavioral
symptoms of CTE in Drosophila. Other studies in rats have shown results using a pure
ketogenic diet for brain injury and have displayed the beneficial effects of just three days
on a ketogenic diet such as a reduction in oxidative stress and cell death. Furthermore,
studies have shown just a week on the ketogenic diet improved motor deficits and memory
in rats after cortical injury. As shown, we have found a novel approach to study an as-yetunused treatment for CTE, involving, to our knowledge, the first animal model of KB
therapy for CTE. The importance of developing a treatment for traumatic brain injury and
CTE is increasingly important. From 2006 to 2014, the number of TBI-related emergency
department visits, hospitalizations, and deaths increased by 53%. In 2014, about 2.87
million TBI-related emergency department (ED) visits, hospitalizations, and deaths
occurred in the United States, including over 837,000 of these health events among
children [Taylor et al., 2017]. The results of this study, as well as those of other groups
indicate that metabolic interventions such as the KD are effective ways to treat TBI.
However, a full KD is very restrictive and impractical for the majority of individuals who
develop CTE due to involvement in athletics. Yet, supplementation of a normal diet with

KBs is a more practical solution, thus indicating such treatment as a therapeutic
intervention for TBI. Further research is needed to determine if this treatment is valid for
other indicators or symptoms of TBI/CTE such as tauopathy and apoptotic cell death as
well as elucidate the mechanism behind any such effects.

Future Directions
Response to dietary treatment for CTE in transgenic knockouts:
The behavioral assays outlined above provide a starting point for the identification
of phenotypic differences that can be probed at the molecular and genetic levels. Using the
GAL4 UAS system I will cross lines of flies containing tissue-specific drivers of GAL4
expression with lines of flies containing UAS-RNAi constructs, directed at specific candidate
molecules. I will specifically knock down candidate proteins of interest, beginning with
SUR, an accessory subunit of KATP channels, and the GABAB receptor, which are targets
already known to play a role in KD effects in other models. By doing so, I hypothesize a
reversal in the therapeutic effects of the KD shown in aggression and learning will occur,
which would provide strong supporting evidence that the KD works through these
channels and receptors as a common target across multiple neuropathies.
Identifying additional candidate genes involved in behavioral changes
In addition to the changes seen in the behavioral level through RNAi knockdown, I
will look for variations in gene expression to explain the changes in behavior. By doing so I
expect to understand how the behavioral effects take place. Candidate genes shown to
mediate learning include: dunce, rutabaga, and linotte . Transcripts for these genes will be
measured post induction of CTE using qPCR. It would be expected that the level of these
genes should decrease with the learning deficit associated with CTE. Post “banging” and

after placement on the ketogenic diet, gene expression will be measured again. I
hypothesize that after treatment with the ketogenic diet, gene expression of candidate
learning genes should increase, which would be consistent with the behavioral effects
expected. Furthermore, genes involving behavioral changes post application of the KBsupplemented diet could be seen through use of RNAseq. Flies would be subjected to the
learning assay in order to develop cohorts of unbanged “good learners”, banged “bad
learners”, and banged “good learners” on the KB-supplemented diet in order to explore
genetic differences that may have occurred.

Final Remarks
The premise of this study between diet and neurological disease provides a gateway to
combine basic research with translational applications. The ketogenic diet already has a
basis in treating some neurological diseases, most recognized in epilepsy. Yet, the
mechanisms underlying the effects of the diet are not yet identified and elucidated. This is
due to the difficulties of establishing a ketogenic diet with patients as the diet is very
restrictive. Our study using KATP channels suggests a way of bypassing the KD challenges of
use through pharmacological intervention instead of a full KD. The work done in this study
purposes that multiple dimensions of CTE pathology can be treated and validates the idea
of using ketone bodies as both a preventative measure against CTE or as a treatment postinduction of CTE. This study also suggests the use of the KD to treat multiple neurological
disease which implies KATP channel involvement in multiple neuropathies. I believe that
there could be a potential in this work to understand how to ameliorate pathological
symptoms associated not only with CTE but many neuropathies.
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Figure 5. Induced traumatic brain injury results in elevated aggressive behavior
which is ameliorated by ketone body supplement

(A). Wing damage assays prove to be not significant. This indicates no increase in post-TBI
aggressive behavior that is detectable by wing-damage assays. A median wing-damage
score of 1 was recorded for group-housed flies, whether or not subjected to banging.
(B)i. Male flies on either a KB-supplemented diet or a control diet were subjected to an
aggression-behavioral assay 3 days after either TBI induction or fictive banging on day 5
post-eclosion. For unbanged flies on the KB-supplemented diet the median aggressive
event number was 5.0 + 1.0, which is not significant compared to unbanged control fed
flies. Banged flies on the control diet exhibited significantly higher median numbers of
aggressive events (7.0 + 1.0) compared to unbanged flies (4.5 + 0.5 aggressive events). For
banged flies on the KB-supplemented diet, median aggressive event number was
significantly lower than that of control-dieted banged counterparts, at 3.0 + 1.0. (Data
reported as median + median absolute deviation; MAD).
ii. Unbanged flies on the control diet had a latency of 17.0 + 3.0, which is significantly
longer than banged flies on the control diet which had a latency of 8.0 + 1.0 seconds.
Unbanged flies on the KB diet had a latency to the first aggressive event (17.0 + 0.5
seconds) comparable to unbanged flies on the control diet. Banged KB-fed flies exhibited a
mean latency to onset of aggression of 40 + 10 seconds, which was significantly longer than
that of their banged control dieted counterparts, (Data reported as mean + SEM).
C. Flies were raised on either a CD or KB-supplemented diet until induction of CTE. After
day 3 post-eclosion or induction of CTE, flies were switched onto the opposite diet (CD/KB
or KB/CD) until subject to aggression assay. The number of aggressive events suggest that
the longer the flies are placed on the KB-supplemented diet, the fewer number of
aggressive events occur. This is also modeled with the latency to aggressive behavior. The
KB/CD switch gives a longer latency to the first aggressive event, which is significant
compared to the CD, but the CD/KB switch gives even a significantly longer latency when
compared to both the KB/CD and CD diets.
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Figure 6. Changes in aggressive behavior are not caused by motility deficits and are
specific to head trauma
A. Flies were gently tapped to the bottom of the upright chamber, at which point their
progress in climbing upwards against gravity (negative geotaxis) was recorded under dim
red light to avoid the confound of positive phototaxis. Two parameters were recorded from
the moment of down-tapping (denoted time zero): average percentage of flies to reach 6
cm height climbed after 10 seconds, and the average height climbed after 30 seconds. The
results across banged and unbanged and KB supplemented dieted and control diet were
not significant suggesting neither head trauma nor diet condition significantly affects basal
motility in a negative geotaxis assay

B. Exposure to cold trauma and electric shock on the control diet resulted in no significant
changes to latency to first aggressive behavior as well as number of aggressive events when
compared to the unbanged control dieted cohorts. This would suggest that non-concussive
traumas do not increase aggressive behavior.
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Figure 7. Changes in aggressive behavior were affected by KATP-channel-targeting
drugs
A. The KATP-channel-blocking drug tolbutamide (200 mM) added alone to control food
exerts little effect on aggression in banged flies, but partially blocks the ketone body effect
on reducing post-TBI aggression.
B. The KATP-channel-blocking drug diazoxide (600 mM) mimics on its own, and does not
augment, the ketone body effect on reducing post-TBI aggression.
Figure 8:
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Figure 8. Induced traumatic brain injury results in learning deficit which is
ameliorated by ketone body supplement
(A). Male flies on either a KB-supplemented diet or a control diet were subjected to
learning behavioral assay 3 days after either TBI induction or fictive banging on day 5 posteclosion. For unbanged flies on the KB-supplemented diet the median preference index was
0.383, which is not significant compared to unbanged control dieted flies. Banged flies on
the control diet exhibited a significantly lower preference index (-0.03) compared to
unbanged flies on the control diet (PI of 0.396). For banged flies on the KB-supplemented
diet, preference index was significantly higher than that of control-dieted banged
counterparts, at 0.394.
(B). Flies were raised on either a CD or KB-supplemented diet until induction of CTE. After
day 3 post-eclosion or induction of CTE, flies were switched onto the opposite diet (CD/KB
or KB/CD) until subject to learning assay. The preference index and learning behavior
suggest that the longer the flies are placed on the KB-supplemented diet, the more
reversible the learning deficit after induction of CTE. The KB/CD switch gives a lower
preference index, which is significant compared to the CD, but the CD/KB switch gives even
a significantly higher preference index when compared to both the KB/CD and CD diets.
This would suggest reversibility of a learning deficit would be plausible in human subjects
post induction of CTE.

Figure 9.

Figure 9. Transgenic genotype provides positive control for learning deficit
Dunce flies were placed on a control diet since eclosion and fictively banged on day 3. The
flies were then subjected to a learning assay 5 days post induction of CTE or 8 days post
eclosion. The dunce knockout served to confirm our result that the preference index seen
with control dieted banged flies was a result of CTE and not learning deficits. This is
confirmed as concussed flies on the control diet do not have a significantly different
preference index than dunce flies, however dunce flies have a significantly lower
preference index when compared to unbanged control dieted flies.

Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Changes in learning behavior were affected by KATP-channel-targeting
drugs
(A) i. The KATP-channel-blocking drug tolbutamide (200 mM) added alone to control food
exerts little effect on learning in banged flies, but partially blocks the ketone body effect on
reducing post-TBI aggression. This would suggest the partial use of the KATP channels in the
effectiveness of treatment with a ketone body supplement.
ii. The KATP-channel-blocking drug diazoxide (600 mM) mimics on its own, and does not
augment, the ketone body effect on reducing post-TBI aggression. This would reinforce the
idea of KATP channel mediated effects in reduction of pathology of CTE as well as
mechanistic involvement in ketone body supplementation.
(B). Preference index across all drug conditions is not significant in unbanged flies. This
would suggest that opening and closing of KATP channels in non-TBI inflicted individuals
would not affect normative behavior.
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